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Chapte rr  V 

Mappin gg the Globa l Networ k of Science : Comparin g 
Internationa ll  Co-authorship s fro m 1990 to 2000 

WhenWhen deciding on a collaboration, we look at both quality of their data and their 

reputation,reputation, of course. These are both equal, basically the same. We went first to the 

highesthighest reputation in the field because this basically guaranteed the quality of the 

data.data. We had data on gamma rays, and other groups had complementary data on 

otherother wavelengths. We could not check all their data! So we depended on their good 

reputationreputation to ensure that they had good data. We shared our information and they 

sharedshared theirs and we gained a broader understanding of our own results. Then, with 

somesome people, it is a pleasure to work with them and with others its not. As we worked 

withwith people, we developed trust, it developed over time. This is what led to successful 

collaboration. collaboration. 

—L.. Piro, an astrophysicist interviewed for the project 
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Abstrac t t 

Sciencee and technology has been shown to result from dynamic interactions occurring at 
manyy levels and across various sectors. This study maps and analyses the network 
operatingg at the global level. Using the Science Citation Index (CD-Rom version) for 1990 
andd 2000, the networks created by international co-authorships are revealed We analyze 
thee observed linkages at the global level and on regional bases. The architecture of the 
networkk is further explored using statistical methods and factor analysis to reveal intense 
relationshipss as well as the core members of a global network. Findings show that, in the 
100 years between 1990 and 2000. the global network has expanded to include more 
nations,, but the structure of this network has become more pronounced Regional networks 
showw emerging hubs. However, in some cases, the regions have been disconnected from 
thee global level. A core set of advanced industrial nations has expanded from six in 1990 
too eight in 2000. Factor analysis suggests that various large countries compete with each 
otherr for partners in the global network. 

Keywords:: international cooperation in science and technology; global science; 

networks;; co-authorships 

1.. Introductio n and Theoretical Background 

Recentt studies have suggested that international science is growing at a significant 

rate.. [ 1 -5] The National Science Board data showed that co-authored articles rose by 8 

percentt between 1987 and 1997 to account for 50 percent of all articles published During 

thee same time, internationally co-authored articles doubled to account for 15 percent of all 

worldd articles. [6] 

Thiss paper analyses international science by examining the links revealed by 

internationall  co-authorships. It improves upon earlier analysis by including all the 

countriess of the world and by applying a range of tools, including social network analysis 

andd factor analysis. Bibliometric methods are used to view international linkages as a 

networkk of inter connecting communications. 
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Theree has been a rapidly growing literature discussing the increase in international 

linkagess in science. Authors have approached the question from three perspectives: 1) 

scientometricc analysis of the increase in the interconnectedness of scientists [1,7-9]; 2) 

sociall  sciences analysis of collaboration in general [10.11] and international linkages in 

particularr [12,13]; and 3) policy analysis of the implications of linkages for funding and 

outcomess [15.16]. 

Explanationss and theories about why international linkages in science are 

increasingg depend upon the perspective of the author and the scope of the data being 

examined.. Table 1 provides a schema of the factors considered and theories advanced to 

explainn the increases in collaboration. 

Factors.... Factors.... 
RelatingRelating to the diffusion of 
scientificscientific capacity 

RelatingRelating to the 
interconnectednessinterconnectedness of 
scientists scientists 

InternalInternal to Science 
Center-peripheryy dynamic of 
laggingg countries seeking to 
cooperatee with the leaders 
[118] ] 
Internall disciplinary 
differentiationn of science [19] 
Field-specificc characteristics of 
'bigg science' [28] 

ExternalExternal to Science 
Officiall support for investment 
inn research and development 
[26] ] 

Historicall relationships related 
too geographic proximity or 
coloniall ties [12] 
Increasee in international trade 
[23] ] 
Growthh of information and 
communicationss technologies 
[17] ] 

TableTable 1. Explaining the rise in international collaboration in science 

Thee theories of why international collaboration is increasing appear to consider 

factorss either internal or external to science. In addition, they address either the diffusion 

off  scientific capacity or the interconnectedness of researchers, although, at times, the two 

featuress are not well delineated. In discussing reasons for the diffusion of scientific 

capacity,, for example, Schott [17], following Ben-David [18] and Shils [19], sees the 

progressionn related to a succession of countries mat have acted as "centers" for world 

science,, with countries at the periphery (often smaller countries) trying to emulate the 

organisation,, orientation, and excellence of scientific work at the center. As they emulate 

andd adapt the practices of the core country, the capacity of the periphery countries grows. 

Wagnerr et al. [20] document and index capacity, and they suggest that the increasing 

investmentt in research and development by governments and non-governmental 

organizationss (such as the World Bank)—groups interested in using science as a tool to aid 

development—hass contributed to the diffusion of capacity. 
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AA greater volume of literature addresses the increasing interconnectedness of 

researchers.. Reasons offered for this phenomenon (ones highlighting factors internal to 

science)) include Stichweh's [14] assertion, following Price [21] that collaboration arises 

fromm the dynamics of internal differentiation of science into specialized disciplines. 

Galisonn [22] and Kim [23] have suggested that, at least for some sciences, the scale of 

investmentt is so large that no single nation wil l undertake it alone: These field-specific 

characteristicss make some collaboration unavoidable. 

Factorss external to science offered as explanations for collaboration include 

geographicall  proximity and historical determinants explored by Zitt et al. [7], and the 

ubiquitouss mention of the rise of information and communications technologies as 

influencingg the interconnectedness of everyone, not just those in the scientific community. 

(Gibbonss et al., [12] is just one example) 

Nonee of these theories is particularly robust in explaining the data we have created 

onn international linkages in science. If one were to accept the center-periphery hypothesis, 

thenn one would expect to find mat peripheral countries are most likely to link with core 

countriess (such as between Zimbabwe and the United States). This does not appear to be 

thee case when the data are examined If one were to accept the hypothesis mat it is the 

increasingg specialization of disciplines that is driving international connectivity, men one 

wouldd expect to see the most specialized disciplines as the most highly internationalized. 

Thiss also cannot be proved with existing data. [See, in particular, Wagner & Leydesdorff 

2003,23]]  Finally, if one were to accept that increasingly diffused capacity is driving the 

growthh of international science, then onee would expect to find more countries are 

participatingg by evidence of addresses of authors. This does seem to be the case, however, 

thiss theory cannot explain the high rate of growth in linkages among scientifically 

advancedd countries. 

Too better explain the growth of international science, we hypothesize that 

internationall  science is a self-organizing network operating according to an internal social 

dynamic.. The network is a communication system that operates at one degree of freedom 

higherr man the national level subsystems, possibly due to the reward system within 

science,, creating a dynamic that emerges from and then feeds back into lower order 

subsystemss at the national and regional levels. This hypothesis is explored by examining 

thee growth in scientific collaboration at the international level over a 10-year period 
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Thee expectation is to find that the growth in international cooperation documented 

byy others has resulted in a more robust network. In addition, we expect to find that 

developingg countries have become more active participants within regional networks, and 

thatt these links are occurring with more advanced countries in their region rather than to 

thee center of world science. Finally, we hypothesize that the growth in linkages by 2000 

wouldd be strongest among those countries that already evidenced a strong network in 1990. 

2.. Time Frame for  the Study 

Thee 10-year interval between 1990 and 2000 is a particularly interesting time to 

examinee scientific collaborations. Five events significantly changed the environment for 

sciencee during this time: 1) the break-up of the Soviet Union into component countries and 

thee end of the bi-polar world. 2) the reunification of Germany, 3) the growth of information 

andd communications technologies (specifically, the Internet and the World Wide Web), 4) 

thee rise of the European Union and the growth in its funding for science, and 5) the 

globalizationn of industry [25]. Each of these factors has influenced either the supply of 

scientificc knowledge (the newly independent states have been encouraged to expand their 

participationn in global science, for example) or the demand for science (the local 

informationn requirements of global businesses have encouraged investment in research). 

Eachh of these factors has also affected the political process that provides funding and 

supportt for science. 

3.. Methodology 

Thee place to begin examining global science is by detailing the patterns of linkages 

amongg researchers from different nations. Both quantitative and qualitative approaches 

cann shed light on this question, but this article focuses on the results of quantitative 

analysiss of the co-occurrence of authorships among practitioners in different countries in 

thee two years examined. An effective way to quantify linkages is using co-authorships. 

[26]. . 

AA scientific document is co-authored if it has more than one author, and it is 

internationallyinternationally co-authored if at least two of these authors list addresses in different 

countries.. Data on co-authored articles can be retrieved from almost any bibliographic 

database.. However, the Science Citation Index (SCI) produced by the Institute for 

Scientificc Information (1ST) is the most reliable source for a comprehensive survey. We 

dreww data from the Science Citation Index CD-Rom [27] from 1990 and 2000. The 
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addressess are generally well standardized and can be compared over time. The addresses 

makee it possible to study co-authorships using nations as the unit of investigation [28]. We 

didd not distinguish among types of contributions (reviews, letters, proceedings, and journal 

articles)) because we are seeking social connection to reveal the structure of the network 

regardlesss (at this point) of the scientific status of the output. 

Whenn using co-authorships as the indicator of international linkages, theree are a 

numberr of validity issues to consider. Scientific collaboration may lead to a range of 

outcomes,, and a co-authored article is only one of these outputs. Katz and Martin [11] 

havee detailed a number of issues associated with using co-authorship data as an indicator 

off  collaboration. They note that collaboration does not necessarily lead to co-authored 

publications.. Conversely, ce authorship does not necessarily indicate collaboration: for 

example,, research leaders may list their names on articles without actually contributing to 

thee work. In many cases, although international collaboration is taking place, co-authors 

listt a common institution in which they are working, thus leading to an understating of 

internationall  linkages. In other cases, single authors provide more than one international 

address,, and this may lead to an overstatement of international linkages. [29] We 

acknowledgee that a level of uncertainty is therefore inherent in this data. As Melin and 

Perssonn [30] have suggested, we can hope that "significant scientific collaboration leads to 

co-authoredd papers in most cases, the main reason being the priority claims of the scientists 

involved." " 

Countingg and representing the patterns of linkages can be done in several ways. 

Wee agree with the finding of Luukkonen et al. [8] that the "choice of measures for gauging 

thee strength of the ... relationships clearly affects the findings." (p. 33) Accordingly, we 

examinedd the SCI data using different methods to compare outcomes. Although we used 

otherr methods to analyze the data, the findings presented here represent our assessment of 

thee most illustrative ways to analyze and visualize the data when one is seeking to study 

networkk dynamics. We concur with Luukkonen et al., [8] who suggest that it is important 

too use both absolute and relative measures if one wants to acquire a full picture of 

collaborativee linkages. Absolute measures allow us to see the overall size of the network, 

ass well as which countries are in the center and which are at the periphery of the network. 

[31]]  We use these measures to view the network at the global and regional levels. 

Relativee measures normalize size and therefore provide insight into the strengths of 

linkss between countries. We also applied these measures in an effort to reveal the 
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architecturee of the network. Relative measures such as the Salton Index (i.e., the cosine) 

illuminatee the architecture of the relationship of countries. The Salton Index can be 

appliedd using social network analysis, showing intensity of relationships as well as 

revealingg the core group of countries operating at the global level. Relative measures take 

thee global network into account based on the assumption that the expected numbers of 

linkagess between countries occur in proportion to a country's share in the global network. 

Factorr analysis allows us to rotate the correlations and find structural 

commonalitiess and differences among countries that are not obvious from a visual 

inspectionn of the data, and which do not become apparent using (hierarchical) relative 

measures.. Factor analysis presents clusters of countries with strong relationships as well as 

intensitiess of relationships visualized in a multi-dimensional space. 

Wee use these three sets of measures: descriptive statistics of observed values, 

relatednesss measures (illustrated through social network analysis), and factor analysis to 

assesss the absolute and relative positions of countries in the global system. This allows us 

too gain a "snapshot" of what the global science network looked like in the two years 

studied.. The ten-year interval allows us to compare the two years in order to explore 

whetherr the network has changed over time. 

Wee began by collecting into a single data set all internationally coauthored papers 

producedd in the relevant year and contained in the Science Citation Index for that year. 

Tablee 2 inventories the data sets. The task involved determining how to attribute papers to 

participatingg countries, since there are several different ways to do this. We chose "integer 

counting""  which attributes a count of " 1 " to each occurrence of authorship by a country 

createdd by the participation of researchers from that country. [32] 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

Uniqu e e 
document ss in 

SCI I 

778,446 6 
590,841 1 

Addresse s s 
inn the fil e 

1,432,401 1 
908,783 3 

Author ss for 
alll  record s 

3,060,436 6 
1.866,821 1 

Internationall y y 
co-authore d d 

record s s 

121,432 2 
51,596 6 

Addresses , , 
internationall y y 
co-authore d d 

record s s 
398,503 3 
147,411 1 

Percent t 
internationall y y 
co-authore d d 
document s s 

15.6 6 
8.7 7 

TableTable 2. Data used to create international network of co-authorships 

Duringg the counting phase, we applied a two-tiered analysis. The data was placed 

intoo an asymmetrical matrix containing raw occurrence data that recorded all countries 

acrosss one axis, and all articles on the other. A count is placed in the corresponding cell 

createdd by this matrix. The digit in the cell represents the number of unique addresses for 
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eachh country appearing in the address line of the respective article. This occurrence table 

wass used to conduct factor analysis in SPSS to identify patterns within the global network. 

Wee then converted the occurrence table for each year into a symmetrical matrix of 

countriess appearing on both axes, with the co-occurrence of addresses appearing in the 

correspondingg cell. The co-occurrence table was also used to conduct social network 

analysis. . 

Oncee we collected all the data in the co-occurrence matrix for 1990 and 2000, we 

appliedd two types of analyses [36]: observed co-occurrences and a measure based on 

normalizationn using the cosine. The resulting figures are derived from the observed 

numberr of shared papers Cxy of the countries x and y, and weighted by the total number of 

papers,, C» and Cy, as follows: S*y = Cxy/Vc*  x Cy . [33] 

Thee visualization program for social network analysis, Pajek, allowed us to explore 

andd visibly depict the intensity and dynamics of interrelationships among researchers from 

differentt countries at the multilateral level [See also Newman, 35]. A social network is a 

collectionn of agents, each of whom is acquainted with some subset of the others [36]. A 

sociall  network can be represented as a set of points ("Vertices") denoting people or 

countries,, joined in pairs by lines ("edges") denoting acquaintance, or, in this case, co-

authorship.. We aggregated the data so that countries are our units of analysis. Vertices 

(nodes)) that attract many edges (links) are called "hubs." m order to visualize social 

networkss of co-authorships across countries, we used Pajek software to illustrate the matrix 

off  co-occurrences of authorship. (For large networks such as mis, Ucinet provides the 

algorithmss that find the interrelationships and affiliations among networks.) Bringing the 

matrixx of co-occurrences/co-authorships into Ucinet for analysis, and then into Pajek for 

thee visualization of the networks, we sought to identify the clusters representing 

collaborationss at a global level and within regions. 

4.. Observed Linkages within Global Science 

Att the global level, using observations of pairs of linkages, the network of 

interactionss is very strong and highlyy interconnected. Using the Pajek software tool 

(specificallyy the algorithm to find a core within a network) we analysed this network for 

coree groups [37,38]. A large core of cooperating countries—a group that expands from 37 

too 54 countries from 1990 to 2000—is shown in Table 3. The sections following present 
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ourr results in terms of the three measures: 1) regional networks at the observed level, 2) 

relationall  measures, and 3) factor analysis. 

377 countrie s formin g cor e set of internationa l co-
authorshi pp relation s in 1990 

AUSTRALI A A 
AUSTRIA A 
BELGIUM M 
BRAZIL L 
BULGARI A A 

CANADA A 

CZECHOSLOVAKI A A 
DENMARK K 
EGYPT T 
ENGLAND D 

FINLAND D 
FRANCE E 
GERMANN FEDERAL REPUBLIC 
GERMANN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 
GREECE E 
HUNGARY Y 
INDIA A 
IRELAND D 
ISRAEL L 
ITALY Y 
JAPA N N 

NETHERLANDS S 
NEWW ZEALAN D 
NORTHH IRELAND 
NORWAY Y 
PEOPLESS REPULBIC OF CHINA 
POLAND D 
PORTUGAL L 

USSR R 
SCOTLAND D 

SOUTHH AFRICA 

SPAIN N 
SWEDEN N 
SWITZERLAND D 

USA A 
WALES S 
YUGOSLAVIA A 

544 countrie s formin g a cor e set of internationa l 
co-authorshi pp relation s in 2000 

ARGENTINA A 
AUSTRALI A A 
AUSTRIA A 
BELGIUM M 
BRAZIL L 
BULGARI A A 
BYELARU S S 
CANADA A 
CHILE E 
COLOMBIA A 
CROATIA A 
CZECHH REPUBLIC 
DENMARK K 
EGYPT T 
ENGLAND D 
ESTONIA A 
FINLAND D 
FRANCE E 
GERMANY Y 

GREECE E 
HUNGARY Y 
INDIA A 
IRELAND D 
ISRAEL L 
ITALY Y 
JAPA N N 
LATVIA A 
LITHUANIA A 
MEXICO O 
NETHERLAND D 
NEWW ZEALAN D 
NORTHH IRELAND 
NORWAY Y 
PEOPLESS REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
POLAND D 
PORTUGAL L 
ROMANIA A 
RUSSIA A 
SCOTLAND D 
SINGAPORE E 
SLOVAKI A A 
SLOVENIA A 
SOUTHH AFRICA 
SOUTHH KOREA 
SPAIN N 
SWEDEN N 
SWITZERLAND D 
TAIWAN N 
TURKEY Y 
UKRAINE E 
URUGUAY Y 
USA A 
WALE S S 
YUGOSLAVIA A 

TableTable 3. The lists of the core set of mutually collaborating countries within the global 

networknetwork in 1990 and 2000 [34] 
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Regionall  Networks 

Studiess of network architecture find that real networks are clustered, meaning that 

theyy possess local communities in which a higher than average number of people know one 

anotherr [36] Zitt et al. [7] found that geographic links are strong in science. As a result, 

wee decided to observe networks within geographic regions to see if decentralization and 

expansionn of the network clusters is occurring within smaller groups than those evidenced 

att the global level. Our findings support these expectations: the regional networks have 

expandedd (more players are participating) and they are more interconnected (more hubs 

andd links). In general, as network theory would suggest, the greatest growth in 2000 can 

bee seen among countries that already had a robust network in 1990. Nevertheless, even 

amongg countries that had relatively weak or non-existent networks in 1990, there has been 

development.. (The only exception is countries in the region of the Middle East and North 

Africa,, where no growth can be seen in the network, although there are more countries 

operatingg within the core of that network by 2000. Those networks are not illustrated here 

[39].) ) 

Figuress 1 and 2 show the interrelationship of the network of European Union and 

Accessionn Countries growing considerably between 1990 and 2000 (including the Soviet 

Union).. The density of the network in 2000 becomes so concentrated that it is no longer 

possiblee to see lines connecting the most active participants. (If it were part of the 

Europeann Union, Switzerland would be part of this central group, as well.) 
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FigureFigure 1. Network of European Union, Accession Countries and Russia, 2000 

FigureFigure 2. Network of European Union, future Accession Countries, and the USSR co-

authoringauthoring in 1990 

Thee network of scientists collaborating internationally within The Americas also 

saww some change at the observed level between 1990 and 2000. Latin America has a much 

greaterr network of interconnection in 2000 than it had in 1990, both in terms of intensity of 

connectionn and in terms of the number of countries joining the network. Figures 3 and 4 

illustratee the connection in The Americas in the two years examined. The number of links 
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betweenn the U.S.-Canada core and the smallest countries in the network demonstrates the 

drawingg power of the U.S. - Canada science system. 

M Ö L M ö P = = = 
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FigureFigure 3. Network of 33 American countries co-authoring in 2000 
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FigureFigure 4. Network of 33 American countries co-authoring in 1990 
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Similarly,, the countries of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), 

thee U.S., Canada, and Mexico, which have made an effort to increase collaboration, show a 

changedd pattern between 1990 and 2000. (Not illustrated here.) The relationship among 

thee three countries is dominated by the United States in 1990. In both years, the network 

revealss the intensity of the relationship between the United States and Canada. In 2000. 

thee link between the United States and Mexico grows considerably stronger than it was in 

1990,, but there is littl e growth between Canada and Mexico over the decade. 

Thee network of African co-authorships provides a compelling look at a region that 

hass often been thought to be lagging in terms of participation in global science. Figures 5 

andd 6 illustrate an active network in sub-Saharan Africa. The network has grown in the 

decadedecade between 1990 and 2000. More countries are participating at the regional level, and 

smalll  hubs appear in 2000. In addition to Cote dTvoire (which also seems to have 

functionedd once as hub for Francophone collaborations, see Figure 10), South Africa. 

Kenya,, Nigeria, and Ethiopia have become more central. However, a number of countries 

remainn outside the network (e.g.. Chad, Somalia). 

FigureFigure 5. Network of 47 sub-Saharan African countries' co-authorships, 2000 
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FigureFigure 6. Network of 44 sub-Saharan African countries' co-authorships, 1990 

Thee Asia-Pacific region has also seen an intensification of relationships and some 

shiftt in the role of the People's Republic of China and Japan between 1990 and 2000. 

Figuree 8 exhibits a loose network in 1990. but one that had grown significantly by 2000. 

shownn in Figure 7. with the People's Republic of China taking a more integrated role as a 

hubb in Asian science. However, the link between two large members of this network-

Chinaa and India—remains weak. In a pattern similar to Latin America, a number of smaller 

countriess that were unconnected in 1990 have now joined the network, although several 

veryy small nations are still unconnected (e.g.. Tuvalu, Maldives. Micronesia). 
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MONGOL,, PECLREP 

FigureFigure 7. Network of 35 Asia-Pacific countries' co-authorships, 2000 

'MONGOL,, PE0_REP 

" ÏÜLAYSUU A N 

FigureFigure 8. Network of 29 Asia-Pacific countries' co-authorships, 1990 
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Relationall  Measures 

Relationall  measures normalize the data and reveal the network architecture within 

mee multilateral relationships. As discussed in the methodology section, we found the 

cosinee or Salton Index to be the most illustrative of the overall hierarchy and structure at 

thee network level. [40] We took the co-occurrence matrix and applied the Salton Index 

equationn to it to create a fully indexed set of data for 1990 and 2000. Then, we exported 

thee data into Ucinet and into Pajek to develop visualizations of the hierarchies and 

structuress within the global network. 

Thee results of the Salton Index (SI) analysis at the level of the core relationships 

amongg collaborative countries are revealing. By setting a threshold for relationships (even 

att a low threshold of SI > 0.01) many countries fall out of the network. When the threshold 

iss set at 0.05,42.1 percent of all countries fall out of the network in 1990; in 2000, the 

percentagee is somewhat less at 35.4 percent In 2000, when measures are applied, we are 

leftt with a component of 123 countries that are collaborating; 61 are bi-connected, [41] that 

is,, they are collaborating with more than a single other nation (Table 4). 

Year r 

2000 0 

1990 0 

Numbe rr  of 
countrie ss in the 
databas e e 

198 8 

178 8 

Countrie ss relate d to at 
leastt  one othe r countr y 

128 8 
(64.6%) ) 

103 3 
(57.9%) ) 

Countrie ss networke d with 
moree than a singl e other 
countr y y 

61 1 

41 1 

TableTable 4. Numbers of countries connected to the global network 

Figuress 9 and 10 show the networks of global linkages in 2000 and 1990 at the 

levell  of a Salton Index larger than 0.05. Six core countries relate to each other in a strong 

coree set in 1990: England, Germany, France, Italy, The Netherlands, Switzerland, and the 

Unitedd States, hi 2000, these countries remain and two additional countries join this 

group:: Belgium and Spain. 

Somee major changes from 1990 can be noted By 2000, the relations of the former 

coloniall  powers with their overseas territories have faded away with the exception of the 

relationss within the British Commonwealth. The Francophone nations form the core of an 

emergingg African cluster. South Africa is not part of this cluster: it belongs to the group of 

advancedd nations. The more diffuse picture in 1990 can also be explained by a secondary 

networkk centered on the USSR, as a subset within the core set Note that, through Finland, 

thiss sub-network was also related to a Scandinavian cluster. The latter was at that time 

moree oriented towards the U.S. than toward the E.U. member states. 
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Inn 2000. the Eastern European part of the former Soviet group has completely 

mergedd with the OECD set, particularly through Germany. This set of advanced nations 

alsoo relates to a South American group, which is also more integrated than it was in 1990. 

Thee Caribbean and Central American networks, however, are separately organized in both 

years.. The network of Arab countries has become more structured, but in 2000 this group 

iss no longer related to the main grouping of more advanced countries. 
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FigureFigure 10. 103 countries collaborating in 1990 (Salton Index > 0.05). (The cluster of six 

corecore countries is indicated with white marks.[42]) 

Inn addition to revealing the core group of collaborating countries, the Salton Index 

allowss us to view relationships that are particularly intense. We found, for example, some 

countryy pairs (usually geographically proximate) have a very close relationship in science, 

(i.e.,, Zaire and Congo, Iraq and Libya) These geographical groupings may be otherwise 

isolated. . 

Itt is instructive to examine the relational analysis at the regional level to put into 

perspectivee the earlier observed networks, figures 1 through 8. The European Union looks 

considerablyy different when examined using the Salton Index. Figure 11 exposes the 

hierarchyy of the European Union and the Accession Countries in 2000, showing the hubs 

withinn this network at the 0.05 level. Note that Denmark and Sweden are part of the core 

whenn this is defined at the European level, whereas they were not at the global level (that 

is.. when including the U.S.). 
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FigureFigure 11. Core and related countries of the European Union and the Accession 

Countries,Countries, Sal ton Index > 0.05, 2000[43] 

Similarly,, weighted analysis exposes the hierarchy of relations within Latin 

Americaa when the United States, Canada, and Mexico are added as member of that 

network.. Unlike the observed figures that show only regional links, when the United 

Statess is added into Latin America, it appears to have drawing influence on collaborative 

opportunitiess within that region. (See Figure 12.) Whereas the relation between Brazil and 

thee U.S. was the single axis of collaboration in 1990. the pattern of collaborations has 

becomee more elaborate in 2000. 
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FigureFigure 12. Core and related countries of the Americas, Salton Index > 0.05, 2000 

Factorr  Analysis 

Wee applied factor analysis to the asymmetrical matrix of co-authorship relations at 

thee level of individual documents. Factor analysis allows us to find a commonality of 

relationshipss among the variables (countries) in the data. We factor analysed the matrix 

forcingg different numbers of factors to reveal different information about the structure and 

architecturee of the relationships. In comparison to the observed data presented above, 

factorr analysis enables us to recognize structural properties of correlation and variation that 

aree not observable by inspection of the matrix. 

Figuress 13 and 14 show the global network as a two factor structure for 2000 and 

1990.. On the above side of the picture in Figure 13, the Anglo-Saxon dimension is 

spannedd between the U.S. and the various parts of the U.K. On the right side of the picture, 

onee can observe the European dimension, gradually moving down from the U.K. to 

Germanyy and Russia. The third factor in 2000 (not illustrated here) opens up another 

dimensionn within the European domain between France on one side and the Scandinavian 

countriess on the other. (Remember that the Scandinavian countries are, in 1990, more 

connectedd to the U.S. than to the E.U. in the relational analysis using the Salton Index.) 
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Inn these representations, the peripheral countries occupy positions in the middle 

sincee individuals and institutions vary in their collaborations with the larger countries. This 

globalglobal net acts as a superstructure of international collaboration and competition to which 

thee new and smaller entrants connect by creating linkages either directly to the largest 

scientificc countries or via intermediate hubs. 
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solutionsolution of the network of international co-authorship relations in 2000 
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solutionsolution of the network of international co-authorship relations in 1990 

Thee disappearance of the Soviet Union has contributed to a further integration in 

thee relevant networks of international co-authorship relations. The position of the Soviet 

Unionn in the international arena in 1990 was taken over by Germany in 2000. The 

Europeann network, however, has become more complex. When using social network 

analysiss for exposing a hierarchy, we found a strong cluster in terms of relations— 

includingg also the U.S. and Switzerland—but the factorial analysis shows that the core 

networkk is structurally differentiated and differentiating. The co-authorship relations with 

authorss from Scandinavian countries, for example, have begun to play in the European 

theatree during this decade. 

Itt is interesting to note that the U.K.. the U.S., and Germany are counter-posed 

againstt one another in 2000 (Figure IS). This suggests that when researchers are seeking 

ann international partner, they chose among these three countries. In essence, these three 

largee players (plus France as the fourth, and Scandinavia more recently as the fifth) 
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competee with each other for partners in the global network. Partners that cooperate with 

colleaguess in England, for example, are less likely to cooperate with the United States. 

5.. Observations and Conclusions 

Withinn each of the three types of analysis applied, the data support our initial 

expectations:: between 1990 and 2000. the global network has expanded (more players are 

involved),, and it has become more interconnected (more links occur between players). The 

clusterr created by scientifically advanced countries has expanded, and new entrants have 

joinedd regional networks, but some nations (e.g., the Arab countries in the Middle East) are 

groupedd into otherwise disconnected networks. The analysis further suggests that the 

networkk is becoming more decentralized, with regional "hubs" emerging (e.g., South 

Africa),, with a strong core group of collaborating countries growing from 6 to 8 countries. 

Thee increased volume of internationally co-authored publications seems to have 

reinforcedreinforced emerging structures at the global level. The global level can be considered as 

providingg increasingly a system of reference other than the national systems. This system 

iss highly structured: The factor analysis reveals that some of the leading countries compete 

forr co-authorship relations with less developed countries. (For example, we show that the 

U.S.. has become an increasing partner for Latin American authors, somewhat to the 

detrimentt of the further development of regional relations.) As countries become more 

scientificallyy advanced, they become more able to compete for collaborators from smaller 

orr more peripheral countries. As smaller or "peripheral" countries gain scientific capacity, 

theyy appear to be able to join the global network. 

Politicall  influences and special programs can be seen to have some affect on 

linkagess in the observed network. For example, the existence of special development aid 

programss between Scandinavian countries and Latin American and African countries may 

bee the reason that links appear between these countries at the global level. In addition, one 

cann surmise that the policy of the European Union, one that heavily favors research 

proposalss that include two or more nations in collaboration, is influencing the growth of 

thee network in that region. (Figures 1 and 2 and 11) The political organization of the 

Soviett Union appears to have acted as a brake on collaboration: once the brake was 

removed,, and scientists could self-select partners, the new relationships resulted in 

considerablee integration of those countries in European and global networks. (Figures 9, 

100 and 11) 
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6.. Theoretical Implications of this Research 

Wee considered several theories that seek to explain the rise in international science, 

listedd in Table 1. While these theories may have explained the international science system 

att one time, they appear to be insufficient to explain the rapid rise in collaborative links in 

thee 10 years examined. We discuss each briefly below. 

Lett us begin with the theories that explain the rise based on factors internal to 

science.. The first theory we considered was the center-periphery theory. This data 

suggestss that the center-periphery model of international scientific collaboration can be 

replacedd with a model that accounts for various centers that both collaborate among them 

andd compete with one another for human resources from smaller national systems. The 

reputationally-controlledd reward structure of science [44] functions at the supra-national 

levell  and can thereby reinforce these developments. This supra-national level is internally 

differentiated,, but at the same time hierarchically structured. A core group is both 

competitivee and highly related. At the lowest levels of the hierarchy, smaller, more 

peripherall  countries are more likely to link to the global system through regional hubs than 

throughh a core country. 

Thee second theory we considered is the internal disciplinary differentiation of 

sciencee as motivating linkages at the international level. Part of this argument is that, as 

researchh becomes more specialized, scientists must look further afield to find collaborators. 

Thee research presented here examines geographical linkages rather than disciplinary links. 

However,, in related research, we did not find that specialization resulted in greater 

internationall  collaboration than within more traditional fields of science. [23] Moreover in 

forthcomingg research, we wil l show that collaboration is growing across many fields of 

science,, not just those that are highly specialized. 

Thee third theory we examined suggests that international linkages result from the 

financiall  demands of "big science." Indeed, previously, cross-border links in science were 

consideredd to be the extension of national systems finding opportunities to complement 

eachh others' capabilities. [15] These activities often took the form of "big science" or 

"megascience""  projects, those motivated because of the cost of a single project is simply 

tooo large for any onee nation to afford. [21] This motivation may continue to operate within 

internationall  science, but it cannot explain the rapid rise of collaboration, particularly when 

thatt rise is occurring across all fields of science, and not just in the megascience fields. 

Moreover,, "peripheral" countries rarely participate in megascience; yet, they are clearly 

joiningg the global network. So the cost factor alone cannot explain the rapid rise in 
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internationall  science. We suggest that the 'big science' concept can be replaced by a 

modell  that considers that international science is system that self-organizes based upon the 

interestss of scientists, in addition to the interests of national governments in enhancing 

nationall  science systems. 

Amongg factors external to science that we considered in our research (per Table 1), 

thee first one suggests that increased public support for research and development in many 

countriess (scientific capacity) has increased the pool of potential collaborators. [20] Indeed, 

growthh in capacity appears to have an influence on the ability of countries to join the 

internationall  network. The links appear to begin at the regional level, with the "peripheral" 

countries,, or the newest members, joining by linking with a more advanced country, one 

thatt is geographically proximate. Nevertheless, capacity alone cannot explain the interest 

off  scientists to participate in international collaboration. Indeed, geographically remote 

collaborationn has high transactions costs associated with time, travel, and shared resources. 

Thee motivation of peripheral countries to join the network can be assumed to be strong, but 

whyy are scientists from advanced countries increasingly willing to collaborate? We will 

shedd light on this question in forthcoming research. 

Thee second theory we examined, of those related to external factors, is that 

historicall  relationships, colonial ties, and proximity affect collaborative patterns. Indeed, 

regionall  relations have remained strong where they have been based on cultural patterns, 

suchh as the Francophone community, and in collaboration between small neighboring 

countriess like Holland and Belgium or Slovenia and Croatia. Increasing relationships are 

overwhelminglyy observable among the member states of the European Union, but these 

nationss are at the same time firmly embedded in a core structure that includes the United 

Statess and Switzerland as two non-E.U. partners in the hierarchy. Secondary networks like 

thee one carried by the Soviet Union and its allies have faded away during the 1990s. 

(Figuree 9) While a greater number of countries are connected (see Table 4), some 

independentt networks remain disconnected from the core structure in 2000. Clustering 

retainss features related to geographical proximity and historical relationships, but these are 

noo longer the strongest features affecting links. 

Overall,, the data supports our expectation that the science system is further 

developingg into a network structure operating at the global level, one that is taking on 

dynamicc characteristics. It is a non-random network, but the network architecture requires 

furtherr research. The data support our hypothesis that the network is self-organising— 

theree is no central authority directing international science, nor can national interests, the 
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scalee and scope of research, or increased capacity alone explain the extent of global links 

beingg created. 

Att least part of the emerging global network appears to be growing independently 

off  and orthogonally to national systems of science. The national systems continue to 

operate,, but they are affected by the emerging global system. The full effects of this shift 

aree not clear. Perhaps the national systems are operating at a lower level of efficiency, 

withh resources being diffused in international networks. Alternatively, national systems 

mayy be enhanced by the rich flow of knowledge occurring as a result of the emerging 

network.. This remains to be tested, with particular consideration to be given to the 

possibilityy that the institutional capacity that a country possesses affects its ability to access 

andd retain the results of knowledge created in the global network. 
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ExperienceExperience 21,1129-1166 and in 
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[43]]  These visualizations are based on using the algorithm found in Kamada, T., & S. 

Kawai,, 1989, An algorithm for drawing general undirected graphs. Information Processing 

letterss 31 1,7-15. 

Whilee in the previous analysis the objective was to distinguish among networks, we now 

focuss on the inner structure of specific networks. 
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